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Usage
. Be sure to read all information and directions betore use.
. The Quick Ra,7 is designed to assist your natural motion, as when stepping into or out of a

snower.
. The Quick Ball is not designed to hold or support your full body weight.
. Proper placement oI the Quick Rail is according to individual use.
. Please be aware o{ your own ability and limitations in strength and range of motion.
. fhe Quick RaLT can be used where drilling to mounl bars is not possible; for example in

liberglass bath enclosures, or glass shower panels.
. Do not attach to moving surfaces.
. The Quick Rarl is suitable for rental situations, or to carry with vou for travel.

Attaching the Quick Rail
Quick Railis designed for use only on smooth and non-porous sufaces; tile, glass, porcelain
or {iberglass. Not for use on wall board. wood. oainted or papered surfaces.
Check the condition of the wall or tub sudace before positioninglhe Quick Rail.
Support sufface should be free of defects and be in sound condition.
Clean the surface thoroughly with alcohol and allow it to dry before attaching the Quick Bail.
Never mount in a posjtion when the Quick Railwill be in direct sunlight.
Check the condition of the suction cups. Do not use if damaqed. cracked or split.
With both blue levers raised, place the suction cups so that thelr lie firmly and completely on
a smooth surface. Not for use on mosaic stvle tiles.

. Do not place over grout lines as illustrated at left.

. Press on one lever on one end, then the other. You
should feel resislance as it tightens.

. Check attachment before each use.

To remove, lilt each of the 2 levers. lf the suction remains, lift one edge with a finger.
Do not use a sharo edge. as damage to the suction cup is possible.
Clean Quick Ral regularly with non-abrasive alcohol based bathroom cleaner. 

.

Liability warning
Quick Raitis deaigned tor use only on smoorn anO n6n-pbroursüffaces. flwav-s checti
attachment before use. Before installing, check the stability ol the wall. All tiles must be firmly
attached to a solid backwall. One piece molded inserts must be firmly adhered to the wall. Qurbk
Fal is sold under the condition that the user assumes all risk of iniurv due to use.
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